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Poems in English
LITERARY PROGRAMME
any country
that claims to be absolute
I will resist
any party
that claims to be absolute
I will resist

any religion
that claims to be absolute
I will resist

all those who strive for power
just to achieve power
I will resist

with my actions
with my words
Translated by Hilde Spiel

NIGHT OF BROKEN GLASS
brown brood
in a night of red
the synagogues

burn
the Nazi hordes
beat and plunder
glass

breaks
as do
human rights
the mob

curses the Jews
violence reigns
everywhere
and years later

no one is to blame
and no one
was there
and no one

can remember
Translated by Herbert Kuhner

MATZO ISLAND
Vienna's second district

Taborstraße Tandelmarkt
from time to time
I go there

park my car

in a courtyard
look up the walls
and think

this is where they stood
silently in the cold

with their bundles
ready to be transported
not knowing whereto

delivered up to power

awaiting transportation
then the trains heading

right up to death's door
and then right through it

an endless line of people
countless victims piles of bodies
and then nothing but ash
Vienna's second district

Praterstraße Heinestraße
Tandelmarkt Matzo Island
everything expunged

vanished into nothing
gone forever

the windows are blind
the walls are mute
cars drive by

and I sadly go my way
the days are not as they were
they are stained with blood
horror has turned to stone
Translated by Herbert Kuhner

LESSON IN COLOUR
the water is mixed
with blood
the water

of this earth
what sense is there
in the bright colours
of generals

of cardinals

in their uniforms

in their splendid robes
there was
the black train
and later

piles of bodies
what sense is there in a world
of masks and costumes
death

has no colour
the dead
are just dead
Translated by Herbert Kuhner

AUSCHWITZ
to examine all the words
on the things
on the spectacles
on the shoes

on the cut off hair
on the brown suitcases
with the names

painful pictures
documents of horror
the stacked up

cans of cyclone-B
the broken doll

in the glass case
the iron tools
in the crematorium
to examine all the words
on reality

red roses bloom
in Auschwitz
and the sky
is blue

Auschwitz, 20. 6. 1999
Translated by James A. Ritchie / Susanne Nowak

THERESIENSTADT
(A photograph)
across the meadow
the path to the end

grey in grey the park
the church two houses
a person in the corner
motionless shadow
bordered by trees
the glimpse to the sky
lifelessness I think

everything as if it’s dead
the word Theresienstadt
I say suddenly loud
to myself and wait

as if an echo would come back

Vienna, 16.5.1999
Translated by James A. Ritchie

WARSAW GHETTO
A stone

from my heart
I lay on the monument.
How can one speak

with millions of dead
I ask myself.
The church bells
strike midday.

The lime trees bloom,
it smells of jasmine.

For Germans only
I read silently
on a white enamel plate
in the museum.
A stone I lay

on the black marble
as a sign
of mourning memory.
Translated by James A. Ritchie /Susanne Nowak

IBRAHIM RUGOVA
you always spoke
just very quiet

you always were
against any violence
can you really

defend yourself
against violence with
non-violence I asked
the boat took us over
to the other shore
slowly we went
up the stairs
how fragile
we are

I thought and
how answerless

FOR ALI PODRIMJA
Where shall I send
this letter for you?
I don't know

where you live now.
Do you remember
that afternoon?
Cheerful and laughing

you in the spring meadow
yellow dandelion

Vienna, 14. 7. 1999
Remembering our meetings in
Struga 1982 and Bled 1982/1989
Translated by Susanne Nowak

all around you.
Now, after all that will you
write only about death
in your poems

and not about love any more?
Black lilies I'd like
to send you as a greeting

and as a sign of mourning.
Vienna, 14. 7. 1999
Remembering our meetings in Struga 1983,
Bled 1989/1997, Vienna 1992
Translated by Susanne Nowak

LET US LEAVE
let us leave
these died-out spaces
these empty ruins

the flickering white field
of lies

let us stop

hatred violence and death
and wait no longer

for what time will bring
to live a life

to die a death
let us do away
with legends
of genocide

as historical process
of development
let us all carry
life where

there no longer is any
Translated by Herbert Kuhner

RETROSPECTIVE
at the time

there was this tree
and this white house

with its blue windows
and our reflection

in the blind panes
names erased

long ago suddenly
were there again
the signs

carved into the brown wood
the thinking

the unknown dead
and the mourning

for those never to be seen again
Translated by Herbert Kuhner

YOU SAY
You say everything will be all right
and I believe you
since I prefer

to believe in miracles

rather than banal reality
you say the nights are white
but I say no

these nights are red

so red and you are mistaken
they are red from moon-blood
and the suffering of all those

who have been tortured and killed
you say it will be spring one day
I know that for sure

everything is as it was
since time immemorial

that gives you certainty

I say yes that could be
but not hope and courage not

faith deliverance from despair
breathe in the air you say

it smells of linden blossoms
listen to the wind

the rustling of the leaves
all is hope

I and you and we
touch my hair and my skin

feel the summer in my heart
this mild magnificent summer
that is here for you

smell the scent of my body

and think of love and joy and desire
but I say think of the moon-blood
always remember it

the night in front of your eyes
just before being blinded

when hope deserts or betrays you

then there is no joy no love no desire
look so many people are only shadows
and in every language of the world

the watchword is muerte smrt or death not hope
even then you say

love is the only hope left

even then in the pitch black darkness of night
Helsinki, 12.5.1996/Vienna, 30.7.1996
Translated by Herbert Kuhner

BETWEEN HEAVEN AND EARTH
between heaven
and earth
the horizon

no-man's-land
between heaven

and earth
terror
genocide
between heaven
and earth

the bird's flight
the bird's cry
between heaven
and earth

the border
of freedom
between heaven
and earth
clouds
rain
coldness
snow

Translated by Herbert Kuhner

IRISH SCENERY
a picture

as in a dream
black water
right through the green
beyond the bank

a deserted house
a red houseboat

crossing the channel
motionless standing
a white horse
a train audible

far in the distance
on the stones
the last light
soon it will be night
also inside me

Monasterevin/Ireland, 26.7.1999
Translated by Susanne Nowak

IRISH GRAVEYARD
a green stone
I take with me

from your grave
Margaret Nash
born 1926
died 1995

brown is the earth
brown is the grass
grey are the stones

of the graves all around
the wind wailing
over the hills
and all is bright

in the morning light
Monasterevin/Ireland, 27.7.1999

Translated by Susanne Nowak

ST. PATRICK’S CATHEDRAL
in the dark of the cathedral
the voices are lost
in the spotlight
I look upon a grave
with my fingers

I touch the stones
I read the Latin figures
I am silent in silence
step by step I carefully
go on the flagstones
on my way
into uncertainty

RETURN
returned

into silence
to the edge
of shadows
where emptiness
gives you space
where time
doesn‘t know you

Remembering Dublin 1999
Vienna, 18.8.1999
Translated by James A. Ritchie

where the truth
will find you
Vienna, 6.10.1986
Translated by Susanne Nowak

ARRIVING IN LIGHT
One should arrive

somewhere, I say;
somewhere.
Maybe on the other side
of the dark water.

And arrive in the light.
White ash falls

silently on me like oblivion.
The game of blind man’s buff
no more, I say,

that game no more!
You say: I am here.
I say: I am there.

Where should I go?
I observed bird’s flights

in the evening down by the river.
This maze of life.
Rowanberries glow

in the late evening light.
Always only wandering.
I listen to

the evenness
of my steps

on the way
into no-man’s-land.
In the water

my dark reflection.
The boat waits
on the other shore.
Everything is green

here in the countryside.
Only a house
glows red

from afar.
And a cry breaks
inside of me.
Oulu/Kosto 1998 - Vienna, 16.9.1998
Translated by James A. Ritchie / Susanne Nowak

CONCLUSION
you feel the dust
of passed years
in your lungs
delusive hope

has made you blind
also no longing more
you calmly ascertain
the rustling coloured leaves
on a sunny day in autumn
remind you of something
but you don’t know of what

you know you need
no refuge anymore

this certainty is good
Vienna, 7.7.1996
Translated by James A. Ritchie / Susanne Nowak

THE LAST LIGHT
the last light
as the language
of the trees

as a message
of the sky
dark blue

the shadows
of night
you hear

this silence
you hear
your breath
you hear

your heartbeat
as a sign
of time
Translated by Herbert Kuhner

AT THE END
somewhere
all the ways end

one day
the word breaks
all traces

disappear
only the wind
blows over the fields
and from the sky

the cold falls onto us

Dornbirn, 23.5.1991
Translated by James A. Ritchie

LOVE POEM
in one of your dreams
I want to live on

in your white breath
on a winter’s night
in one of your steps

when you walk our ways
in that silence in the room
when you listen to music
in a red blossom of a flower
before your window
for a while I want
to live on in you
after my death
For my partner Annemarie Susanne Nowak
Vienna, 24.8.1999
Translated by Susanne Nowak
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